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Fifth Amy Allied Beachhead
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In Tunisia, where we had plenty of room and the Germans not a lot of artillery,

deception was the keyword; camouflage nets, phoney haystacks and the use of shade

under trees were our daily portion. In this Beachhead protection is as important

as deception. It is full of holes. It is as pockmarked as some of the Flanders

fields in the last war,

The churned up fields are Mussolini’s model farm establishments. They are spaced

out and disappear towards Appian Bay,. Bach farmhouse has been wrecked by clouts from

our guns. It is a miserable and wretched view. From here on moving east I saw wire,

machine dug trenches and wedge-shaped cavities for truck drivers to stick the front

of their vehicles in. There are nines, more dugouts.

The Germans try at nights to explode our own nines by various devices. The

Infantrymen, on both sides wait and keep their heads down. They night be their own

fathers in the other war. But the wire, the trenches and the nines guarantee to

then that the9r beachhead border, snail although it seems is outside of .a sudden

challenge.

As for attack our attack I can only repeat the words of Zio, one tine

trombonist in the Nettuno Town band, a middle-aged man with eyes like starlings*

When one of us War Correspondents, who live in a villa without windows and with

candle light, complained of the slow.going to Zio (which means uncle) he said:

"Patience, Romulus and Remus spent sometime building Rome. It*ll take time to

get it,"
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